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TELEVISION RECEIVERSHIP SKILLS: THE NEW SOCIAL LITERACY

It hardly .-;eems necessary-to point out that television occupies a

significant portion of the lives of many children. It is probably also

not necessary to highlight the concern that has been.expressed by parent's,

social activist groups, and scientists alike about the consequences of

this acUvity. The continuing rhetoric of the Action of Children's Tele-

vision and the current regional meetings of the national PTA are good

examples. Both groups have adopted the standard that present television

fare is harmful tu some degree and shnuld te changed.'

Research findings, however, have shown substantially less surety.

Even at the beginning of ai review of .the scientific literature in the area

of- television's effects and the child, one is struck by a continuing con-

fusion of conflicting rosults. In l961, Schramm, Lyle, end Parkor conch:G:1

their study'of television and children with "For some children,' undur sumo

conditions, some television is harmful" (Schramm, Lyle, and Parker, 1961,

p. 1). Th-is conclusion was echoed some 10 years later in a report by the

Advisory Committee to the:US Surgeon General which statedi "The evidence

lindicates) that televised violence may lead to increased aggressive behavior

by certain sub-groups of children ." (P. 7).

Others have disiigreed both with the evidence and with "the'call for

action. Howitt and Cumberbatch, two British scholars, after a thorough

review of all studies up to 1974, flatly state: nlie mass media do not

have any significant effect oh the level of violence in society" (p. I).

Our own National. Science Foundation in their 1976 solicitation for policy

related research on the social effects of broadcvt television, noted that



a lack of satisfactory information about the social effects of tele-

vision has been a consistent problem. . ." (p. 2).

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

With these conflicting.overViews in mind, we can turn to the specific

Studies themselves. 'There iS a fair-sized body of literature relating tele-
.

vision 9ffects en the cognitive, social, moral, and behavioral development

of the child. For our purposes, it can be divided into thi-ee areas: The

.and by far the most extensive, has been the investigation or the

relationship between televised violence and the performance and acceptability

of aggressiv& behavior; the second has been the study of television as an

agent of consumer socialization; and the third has researched.the role of

telemision as a behavioral model. 'We will examine each in turn.

TV Violence and Aggression

Looking first at the relationship between televised violence and sub-
)

sequent aggression, research 'supporting a relationsgip divides again into

three areas: I) Studies which provide evidence for television as an insti-

gator of aggression; 2) Studies which suPport a catharsis or reduction,of

aggression;1 3) Studies which support a differential effect,

AnStigation;- The instigation hypothesis has been closely identified

with Berkowitz and his replicators (Berkowitz and Rawling-p,1963; Berkowitz

1965A, 1965b; Berkowitz and Geen, 1966, 1967; Gaon and Berkowitz, 1966, 1967;

.Mgyer, 1969, 1970; Phillips, 1969; Hoyt, 1970; Johnson, 1971a, 1971b; Rosene,

1971; Liebert and Baron,,1972; among others). They have consistently found

that subjects who were (usually) angered and given a socially approved avenue

for aggression and shown a segment of mediated violence were more likely to
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do so than similar subjects who saw a non-violent Presentation or no

presentation at all. Thy Berkowitz type'studies are important to us in

that they are the primary scientific basis for the current cone:ern for

violence on television. These studies are not without their critics,

some of whom.wure the authors themselves (Weiss, 1969, 1971; Johnson,

19710, 1971b; Zillmann, 1971; Kaplan, 1972; and see Carter and Strickland,

1975). The major point of these criticisms is,that the paradigm itself

encourages aggressive behavior and is sufficiently contrived as to prevent

generalization te real behavior.

The funding which led to the Surgeon General's report also supported

a number of studiesattempting to correlate aggressive behavior patterns

with television viewing preferences (McIntyre and Teevan, 1972; McLeod,

Atkin, and Chaffee, 1972; Friedman and Johnson, 1972; Chaffee and Milmod,

1972).-Althotigh some posifive correlations were found, the sum of the

findings were inconclusive (see Becker, 1972).

The instigation hypothesis, then, has found support from one class

of studies which, in turn, has been criticized for .methodological weakness.

The instigation hypothesis, nevertheless,,maintains both .popular and scien-

tific support.

Catharsis Hypothesis. Much less support has been garnered'for the

catharsis hypothesis which holds that there should be a .reduction of the

tendency to aggress following the viewing of mediated vioaence. This find-

, .

ing identified early in the study of television (Feshbach, 1961; Feshbach

and Singer, 1971, 1972d, 1972b) has found support from a single study.

Arguments ccntinue to be advanced, however, to establish catharsis as o

potential effect viewing violence.
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Differential Hypothesis. 'The differential hypothesis essentially

states that violent television (and, in fact, any'exciting television)

establishes a predisposition for action or an arousal state. Whether a

particular action is taken will depend on the cues available to and

interpreted by the individual (see Zillmann, 1972; Zillmann, Katcher, and

Milavsky,.1972; Zillmann and Johnson, 1973; Zillmann, Johnson, and Bay,

1974; Zillmann and Bryant, 1974; and Tannenbvlim and Zillmann, 1975). The

differential hypothesis directs attention from the content of the medium

to the cognitive.states of the receiver, a direction which appears to hold

substantial prbmise for addressing the problems of television and potential

effects on youngviewe:s.

Television. and Consumer Sbcialization

Most.of the concern generated about the role of television advertising

in children's lives has focused on two areas,: 1) the effects of television

advertising on specific consumer habits, desires, and preferences; and 2)

the role of television advertising in the socia'iization process including:

gaining an awarenegs of advertisers' intent, the incidental learning7of life-

style orientation, the part which advertising plays in the learning of sex

and occupational roles, and the expectations fostered by the "happiness that

is promised through the acquisition of goods and.services. From a theoretical

perspective it is in the second area of concern that television advertisiag

hag the greatest potential for far-reaching,and long.-term consequences. For

example, educators, legislators, und.parents are beginning to.question

seriously the cumulative impact of tons of thousands of TV ads on childrens'

perceptions of society and its institutions. Is it possible that the

commonly .acknowledged "puffery" used in TV advertising is fostering a dis-

trust of adults and institutions? When children learn that products often



do not perform as demonstrated and that the acquisition of specific goods'

seldom leads to the level of happiness e'xperienced by the consumers depicted

in the ads, .they may de'velop a sense of distrust of advertising. To What

e)itent does this skepticism generalize to other institutionswhich attempt

to communicat.e with children?

Systematic research directed to these questions clearly indicates that

all children do notrespond to television advertising in the same way.. There

seems to be a substantial relationship between response to television comer-

cials andjhe stage of cognitive development. The pioneering research In

this area suggests that, as children grow older, they become more aware of

.the manipulative intent of cbmmercial messages and, Aence, cynical or their.

worth (Ward and Wackman, 1972;. Ward, Reale, and Levinson, 1972). Studies,on

cognitive defense (Rossiter and Robertson, 1974; BeVer et. al., 1973; and

Mayer, Donohue and Henke, 1977) have shown that by age 11, the white middle-

class child believes that advertising is a sham and that other societal

institutions like "business" were replete with manipulative lies. These

Children were not, however, more capable of detecting faulty reasoning in

commercials -- at leaSt as traditionally measured. Culturally deprived

children.show less cognitive defense and may, therefore, be especially .

vulnerable to the manipulative attempts of TV advertising.

Studies of commercials as role and behavioral models (Cheles, 1974;

Atkin end Miller, 1975; Donohue, 1975; end Atkin, 1076) ouggeed that cominer-

cial mes.sages can infleence judgments concerning occupational roles,

"perceptions of husband/wife roles, perceptions of good nutrition,-

V .

of well-being, and behaviors appropriate to minor illnesses.

notions
s
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In general, the/findings indicate that youpger ehildren may be more

susceptible to ,:ommercial influence, but.that as children reach'the 8-10

year old age bracket; they become increasingly suspicious Of advertising's

manipulative attempts. Evidence also suggests that television plays either-
,

an initiating or supporting role in a) influencing certain consumer decisions

of children; b) decreasing resistance to advertisers' frequent .and repeated

influence messages; c) altering children's perceptions of products' effec-

tiveness and' attractiveness; d) e.influencing perceptlons of.appropriate

behavioral roles; e) influencing children's judgments Of appropriate ways

._of caring for one's ci,wn health problems, and toliat thcse -effects are differ-

entiated by development stage and ethnicracial membership. The research

is limited im these respects: a) it deals only With.generslized responses

'to questions about TV commerofals; b) it fails to corroborate children's

actual purchases or.their influenee on parent's purchases; c) or,it fails

to consider that the perceptions evoked may be inappropriate to the .chIld',51

environment and other social influences.

Televisjon As A Value,Agent

Studies documenting the imitative behaviorwhich follows exposure to

television (13i.hdura, Ross, and Ross, 1963a,, 1963b, etc.; Stein, Fredrick,

and Vonderacek., 1972) initially raised the issue that exposure to specific

beha0ors, whose consequences for the individual are showii, may result in

the attachment of value to such ,classes of behavior by the receiver. Hteales

following this lead have investigaed television contents and the perceptions

of the oppropriateness.of anti-social behavior (e.g. violence) and to a

lesser ext,ent certain formsof pro-social behavior (e.g. altruism). Some
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stuciies have shown that chilpren's perceptions of the behaviors. of TV
/ . .

, ...'

characters 'are strongly. related to childrenS own behaviors in a' limited,

number of situations (Meyer, 1976; Donohue, 1975; Baran and Meyer, 1975).
. ,

Other investigations have contended thht TV. shapes occupational and sex

role sterotypes, nnd.that it helps-to,reinforce existing values of'h political'

or social nature (Vidmar and'Rokedch, 1974; Surlin, 1974; Frueh andsMcOee,

1974).

It remains to be demonstrated under what conditions TV plays a signif-'

icant role in shal3ing,human va]ues, and most importantly, how_other environ-

.410

mental influences operate as mediating facilitators or inhibitors of various,.

value states. Television's potential for influencing value formation --

whatever it is -- is the. qUestion cruical to understanding televisibn's

.long-term.effect on society.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE REVIEWOF THE LITERATURE

To suMmarize our review of these three areas, we have found: 1) that.

.

current investigations of the relationship between violent content and

aggression are-shifting the focus from content to the cognitive states of

,the receiver; 2) that the effects of television as an agent for consumer

socialization is related to development state and cultural factors; 3) that

the fOrce,of television as a value agent is largely unknown. In studying

this literature, one is struck by the fact that few definitive findings have

appeared
1

, and such findings that have appeared have been challenged on

'methoc:ological grounds. :This observation may lead one to conclude thát

there are no strong, consistent effects of vieWing television which can be

1 Imitative learning studies. may be the eXception.

9
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systebatically associnted with largo segments of the viewing audience.

Rather, thefemay,beparticular
effeCts which.May be associated with

given motivational, attitudinal, and cognitive states. ,And, as those

atates change from time to time, or.even moment to moment, the effect's

of televised messages change. Allis notion,is. a substantial reconceptu-

alization of the potential effects of televiSion. It directs our

attention, not to classes of dontent nor to groups of individuals, but

to critical states of receptivity when particular oonsequences are more

likely to.occur.

This redirection would appear to be singularly useful in the determi-

nation of policy statements vis a vis content and effects. The regulation -

4'

of broadcast television content is stringently constrained by the 1934

communication act, and, of course, by the first,amendment of our Consti-

tution. In the specific instance of the regulation of violent content,

we have,the precedential ruling of Judge Warren Ferguson whose opinion

was written on the recent family viewing case.. FaMily viewing, .to bridfly

review, was arulema,king by the National Assooiation of Broadcasters Coda

Board to reserve the 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. hours4of evening viewing for pro-

gramming suitable to all members-ot the,family. The notion has been

Claimed by the now ex-president of CBS, and was strongly encouraged by

FCC Chairman Richard Wiley. Judge Ferguson stfuck down the family viewing

requirement saying, "Censorship by.government or privately created review

boards cannot be tolerated" (Broadcasting, 1976, p. 46). He went on to .

write: "The right and he duty to make independent and final decisiii3ns

as to who shall and shall not get access to the media resides (six) not

with the networks..., not' with the.NAB, not with the FCC. . - The

0
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.

constitutionulity'of the broadcast systoM depends on the conclusion that

the'right and duty to make ihese decisions reside in haidredsiof'diffurent

Ticensee". (p. 46). no
A

Rejecting prior constrnifil'of dbutent is not%only a consitutionai
--

imperative, it is alsq suppotfed by the scientifie evideriCe which we

hove. That evidence indicates that for,hny given atidiepcci, a broatt

spectrum of effects are potentially,possible. Same of th'ese tehavioral

consequences may be 'identified as anti-,social, others as' pro-socia'1,.
</

Current theory (Zillmana,,1971'; Anderson and Meyer,q,97,1; Andersonr Meyer,

and Donohue, 1976; Andersop, I97B) would maintain t.hlt it matters not whnt

the'particular eontent.is, a full range.oYor'espons
e4

is a poglihi/itj,.

Consider if you wIll, this description in "TI,16 Whdel Comes to Social

Science" (Ander4op, Meyer, and Donoh0e, 1.q76,.pp. 9-11). The article

describes pn'actupl lesson that appeared on'Selitime Street. The TeAson

was apparently designed to point out how important friends rare to one's

happiness. The prdncipal characters in''the segmentwere the puppetsr-Burt

and Ernde, and the real-life person, Maureen. The'segment begins Willi

Berl and Ernie arguing about rights to a cookie th,at is in Ernie's pos-

session,. To prevent Bert from getting any, Ernie quickly eats the cookie,:
'.

whereupon Bert informs Ernie that he wiij. ne*er speak'to h1M again and

pokes Ernie in rile stomach. Because of the aisagreetheilt; they decide to

. .

termfnate their friendship and purSue lives bs f;ir apart from each other

.as possible ---one chooses the.NorWPole; the other wiliAecome a cow-

boy. . Maureen (inters ari'd points out how empty their li'ves will he without,

one another. Bert feels guilty and apologizes to Ernie for his "'aggressive

behavior. Ernie reminds Bert that We was positive that-the cookie was his.,
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Bert asks Ernie how he can bo eo sure, to which Ernie counters, "Because

I ate yours this moriAng."TThe nature of this scenario allows a large,

number of interpretations andconsequent effects.

Child A may perceive the-segment exactlY as.intended'-- that indeed

people ere more important than possessions, and that one should not be

willing to abandon a friendship beCausp Of e'dispute fver a, material

object, however important at the moment. Becauseof the child's psycho-.

logical and situational condition at the time, the content may even be

perceived to have,a great deal of'application to his/her oWn.beh'avior at

that particular time.

-Child B perceiveg:a totally different lesson for the segment based
,s

on different psychologiCal conditions brought ebout by an incident similar

id that defedted by the puppets. He has ju"st experienced a playmate's

reluctanceto share any of his toys and was frustrated by the. encounter.

After seeing the segment, te may perceive that people who don'l share
't

deserve to be aggressed agdinst and may seek out the,playmate to seek

.

revenge ar retribution for the'behavior. This person may miss tha,intended

central point of the message and focus on that part of the segment that

possesses more immediate.r levance hit life. For thiS individual,' the,

tnmediate resolution of the initial conflict may have more immediAte

applipationthan the broader issue of friendship:

Child C has found that in his experience, poople.cannot be trusted,,

to.,..keep promises. HO has developed a suspicious nature. She/he perceives

. .

. -that people-seldom really cdre.about'one another ana consequently doesnot

have or wept .friends. This child may find the final exchange where Ernie

admits having er.ten Bert's cookie earlier in the day io be entirely

1 2

,

a



consistent with behavior or incidents he has observed. His basic dis-

trust of ndividuals' motivations and intentions are reinforced. perhaps

he perceives there is no such thing as real friendship, and people who

, are led to believe that friendship does exist may, in the final analysis,

end up with nothing. Thus, the child's determination not to enter into

trust-based relationships may actually be increased.

Child D is an only child who lives in,the country.devoid of peer

relationships. He may watch the ,segment and.then return to playing with

his toys with no observable change in his behavior. ,Because the child

has no siblings and few peers, the concept-of, sharing may be totally 'foreign

to him. Since he has never had the opportunity or need to share, he may

find the concept of sharing-leads-to-friendship an incredulous one. Moro-

- over, because he has not had a great many friends, he may find t.1. notion

that one needs friends to be less than.totally believable. For this child,

the whole segment may be totally" irrelevant and have no transfer or appli-

cation. Further, the Child-may reject Bert and Ernie as appropriate

behavioral models, thus lessening their capacity to influence him 4n other

areas.

The precept of this rather extended example is that content is a poor

predictor of subsequent behavior in the audience. .Assuming, however, that

We can agree on a definition of pro-social, heightening the pro-social

effects of any medium, including television, is 4 deeire441e goal. Whi4'

wo have seen to this moment is that the Control of content is not a vell

useful means for achieving that goal.

There are other avenues, one of.which leads'us to the development of

cognitive skills and value states appropriate to translating the content

.13
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of our media into pro-social behaviors. If the behavioral consequences

of any particular message is dependent on the cognitive states of the-

receiver, why not heighten the likelihood of those states which result

in pro-social behaviors? Why not indeed. Those of us in this field

believe we can succeed in this aim through a curriculum for the elementary

grades which teaches critical, receivership skills appropriate to the pro-

social uses of the domestic mass media. The currienlum is based on two

assumptions: 1) That children can utilize certain viewifig, listening,

reading skills and analytical procedures to modify source, meS.sage, and

medium effects toward pro-social consequences; and 2) that these skills

and procedures can be taught in the ordinary classroom using curricular

materials and instructional approaches specially designed for that pur-

pose. The,s1gnificance of this approach lies in the fact that if success-

ful, policy concerns with the content of television can be properly

transferred to d'concern for the education of the viewer. Given proper

implementation, we can move from the confusion of results from aknatve

audience to the relative security of the predictability of a 'sophisticated

audience. The notion of media literacy has had widespread suppbrt. Most

recently Workshop IV of the Television and Children Conference sponsored

by.the Ford Foundation, The Markle Foundation, and the National Scienee

Foundation concluded:

Basio research is, needed to-develop the content for a media

literacy- curriculum.. The cUrriculum could include such subjects

OF production conventions, analysis.of media appeals, the char-

acter and role of non-verbal cues, overview of the.history and

structure of the broadcasting industry, the economic.basis for

television, analysis of/ty.pical formats for entertainment pro-

gramming, major concerns about negative effects of programming,

analysis of the values portrayed in-television content, standards

for criticism of television content, and, if,possible, some direct

experience with television equipment (Ford Foundation, 1976, p. 31)

4
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A consortium of Scholars at Ohio University and several school dis-

tricts Ihroughout the United States have been working on tha't basic

research since 1970.
9 In this research curricular, elements have been

developed and pretested. The development of the curricular elements wasc''
.

guided by several specific goals:.

1. To raise the levels of understanding about the nature and uses

of television in the U.S.

2. To provide the young person with analytical tools that will be

useful in the .evaluation of the content of entertainment

programming, so that the young viewer will be increasingly

sensitive to those uses of violence and explicit sex which

contribute Uttle or nothing to the developMent of a plot, to

the reasonable,resolution of a problem, oi to the esthetic

viaiity of a program.

3. To provide youngsters with.eoncepts and skills that enable them

.to analyze the persuasive .mes,sages of commercials; to discrtmlnntu

between product appeals and affective appeals, and to become

sensitive of the subtle persuaders. We recogndze that this may

have more to do with the Yotingster as a consumer of hard goods

than with violerice,, but awareness and sensitivity may be trans-

ferable.

4. To provide youngsters with concepts that wil enable them to use

television news with understanding of its limitations, to under-

stand that television news can lot offer die referability, thu

depth, or the scope of print news. Thu young viewer will sue

considerable violence and conflict in television news; the peace-

ful, harmonious aspects of the news ddnot offer the action,

excitement, and entertainment -that popular television news seems

to demand.

5 To provide youngsters with the opportunity to learn about thiiir

own personal nses of->television; what they like anddislikee how

much.they wotch, when they waIch, why they watch. Television

self-awareness ,with youngsters aged tun and above is an attain-

able goal.

6. To prepare young viewers to identify.the value conflicIs that

are imbedded in much entertainment program content, and to pro-

vide experiences in value clarification-and the considera-iion

of reasonable alternaties to the problem solutions presented

in television programs.

,

2Ohio University's.Breadcast Research Center pncLCooperative Center

for Social Studies and school systems in Eugene, Oregoni Syracuse, New York;

_Las Vegas, Nevada; and Jacksonville, Florida.
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The developed curricular elements have been combined into an inte-

grated multidimensional approach which is aimed at skills relevant to the

critical understanding of the televised message. Clearly, those skills

are analogous Lop'but not necessarily limited to, the skills identified

in the areas of critical thinking,-critical 'reading, and.aural and

.visual literacy. A distillation of the.literature combination with our

own research (See, for eNample, Anderson and Ploghoft,1974, 1975a, 1975b;

Ennis, 1962; Follman, Brown, and Uurg, 1970; Orr and Grahm, 1968; Guba and

'Wolf, 1964)..led to the identification of five major skill areas and thulr

subdvisions:

I. Comprehending the Mes - '3

Grasping the meaning of the message
Comprehending language discriminately
Comprehending images discriminately
Interpreting "hidden". meanings
Specifying the,working element of the message -

Understanding to whom the message is directed

Interpreting the intent of the message.

II. Perceiving the Elements of the Message

Noting details of the message
Noting sequence of the elements

Perceiving relations.hip of elements-

Identifying character traits,
Noting integration of aural and visual elements

III. Evaluating. the Message

Assignment of credibility to statomonts

Identifying fact,%opinion, imiiginative writing and images

Identify affective appeals
Evaluating..logic, reasoning, and "montaged" relationships

.3pMessage JS used to describe any content

16
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IV. Reacting to the Message Personally

Recognizing intended affective reactions and motives

Relegating personal value (utility) to the message

Iden1ifying emotional satisfactions and their sources

Rel9ting other experiences to message
Drawing conclusions, inference's, or predictions

V. Comprehending the Impact of Medium

Understanding the role of television in one's life and

impact of this role on MesSage
Understanding impact of television qua institution on

message

To accommodate'development within these skill areas, six curricular

modules have been created.

Module 11 The Textbook

.Television and You eizamines the institution of televil3lon through

seven chapters The chapter titles are: How Does Television Work?. Wheru

Do Programs Come From? Why Do We HaVe Commercials? What'sThe 'News All

About? What Can Television Do To Me? What Can I JO To Television?' What

Is Cable Television?

Module 2.: The Personal Diary Study '

In this module, titled You and Your Television Set each student com-.

pletes a nine-day diary of television viewing and makes concomitant entries
\

. -

on motivations for. watching. Students -are then directed,to individually

prepare case study narratives on their personal uses of, and gratifications

from, television,

Module 3: Entertainment Programs and Values

This modulepresents analytical schema tor identifying value state-

ments contained'in plot-based (as opposed to variety) entertainment programs

and determining the consequences of these values.

17



Module 4: Commercials

Two commercials each have been professionally prepared for throe

comMon product types. One commercial in each set is more "rational" in

appeal; the other more affective. Students are directed through exer-

cises which illuminate the persuasive elements and their potential.

.effects.

. Module 5: "News and Information

This module investigates the role of news and documentary program-.

ming in American society., It examines sources of bias and provided'

comparisons between ews presented in different media.

Module 6 CreativeExpression Through Television

Television production is another means of creative expression. Thik

module provides guidance in the use of available production facilities to

first.imitate the commercially available programs, 'and\then to e<plore

new expressions:

These modules ai4e interlockingand yet sufficiently Independent to

provide for flexible implementation to respond to varying time schedules,

support facilities, grade levels and teachers skills.

Early experience with the television viewer skills instructional

.modules 4as indicated that there is strong Anterest in this subject area,

and that children, ages 10 - 14.possess the capability' to deal with the

concepts and skills of-the program. In. Eugene, Oregon, the modules huvp

boon inIegrated into the regular social 'studies 'curriculum wherd communl-

cation, consumerism, and citizenship education interface with tho content

1The curriculum has been used in varying forms from 5Lh grade throUgh

undergraduate college: .
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of the television viewer"skills program. In East Syracuse, New, York,

integration has been with-the language arts/communication skills program,

As one reflects upon the current furor over television vielence and

its impact upon children, it seems that the people have overlooked the

.fact that there.are many other kinds of program content with which the

ybung (and old) viewer must deal. It seems that we may not have recognizkd

that television has displaced print as the major mass medium, and that we

must now prepare our children to use television skillfully as a conveyor of

information that-many of Us will use to make consumer decisions, political

choices, and,as a basis of positions that we will. take On many .currUnt

issues. As Professor Peddiwell would most likely.-observe, if he w9re with

us,. "It is time to stop hunting' the extinct saber tooth tiger; and get on'

with the new and lively challenges that confront oducation today,"5

.

We, of course, would argue strongly for a general adoption of a cUrri-
)

culum incor'porating these skills and objectives. The teachingof crAtical,

receivership skills in a contribution our school systems can make'to the

good progress of society. Television is.a significant element in the lives

of nost Americans. We need to be sophisticated about it,sbiases.and its'

insights.

5Harold Benjwmin's Saber Tooth Curriculum has been a source of. Inspl-

ration on the many occasions in the past.8 year's when we were almost

persuaded that the:curriculum wouill never accept television viewer skills

as something that children should develop.

(_ 9
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